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INTRODUCTION 
 
Congratulations for picking “Elendia Ceus”. This game will entertain you for hours with its great 
characters, enthralling storyline and numerous secrets. 
 
You will find in this guide: 
 a complete walkthrough 
 general hints and tips 
 monster weaknesses and battle strategies 
 locations of all orbs, artifacts and relics 

 locations of all legends and dragons 
 



WALKTHROUGH 
 
Before we start, for each playable character, you will be asked to choose whether or not they are 
aligned on Astrology.  
 
Here is what is recommended to pick for all characters: 
 

 Annie (this is the « Do you believe in Astrology » question at the very beginning of the game, 
Virgo): no astrology 

 Soleil (Cancer): no astrology 
 Mick (Libra): astrology 
 Firey Jack (Scorpio): astrology 
 
Of course, feel free to make your own experiments, as some other combinations might prove great or 
even better, but this is a pretty safe and balanced one. There are in theory ups and downs for all 
combinations, and no choice is really « bad » per se. 
 
I. MEMORIUM HILL 
 
This is your first quest, think of it as a warming up, as it is fairly straightforward. 
You might want to go up instead of right immediately to fight the monkey and get the treasure chest. 
 
Enemies - 
 
 Harpy – goes down pretty fast although it might take two hits in hard mode 
 Giant Ape - weak to fire (use the fire sword if you didn’t pick Astrology – cf above) 
 Fire Peacock – weak to Ice (see above with ice sword) 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Before entering the temple, don’t miss the secret room on the side (see below). 
 

 
 



Once this is done, get inside the temple. 

 
 
Find the item in  green spot 1, place it in green spot 2, then go and touch the coffin in green spot 3. But 
before that, don’t forget to check both secret rooms (yellow arrows). 
 
There, done? Here is your first successful quest. See what happens next. 


